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Leading questions of this talk:

a. what mathematical knowledge did the medieval Islamic
astronomers need?

b. what obsevations did they use?

We will study an example: the solar theory of al-B̄ırūn̄ı.
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Observations and theory in Ptolemaeic and Islamic solar

theory

Assumption: the sun moves uniformly in a circle around a center
which does not coincide with the Earth.

Input: observations of the solar noon altitude at the beginning of
the seasons, hence: lengths of the seasons.
Output: a theory of the solar motion.
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The determination of the solar eccentricity and apogee by

al-B̄irūn̄ı

by means of observations he made in Jurjāniyya (now
Konya-Urgench, Turkmenistan)

Source: al-Qānūn al-Masc ūd̄ı (mathematics)

details on observations in:
kitāb tah. d̄ıd nihāyāt al-amākin f̄ı tas.h. ı̄h. masāfāt al-masākin

The Book of the Determination of the Coordinates of Positions for
the Correction of Distances between Cities
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Observations of solar noon altitude
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Results:

Maximum observed solar noon altitude at Jurjāniyya: 71o18′

(Not stated in sources: Minimum observed solar noon altitude at
Jurjāniyya: 24o8′)

Average 47o43′ is 90o minus the geographical latitude of
Jurjāniyya, so the latitude of Jurjāniyya is 42o17′.
Obliquity of the ecliptic is (71o18′ - 24o8′)/2 = 23o35′. (angle
between ecliptic and equator)
(Al-B̄ırūn̄ı checked these results by many observations.)
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Observation of autumnal equinox

(Autumn begins at noon when the sun is at noon altitude 90o

minus latitude, is 47o43′).
Al-B̄irūn̄ı says: In Jurjāniyya, at the Emirate House, I observed the
noon altitude of the sun on Monday 11 Rab̄ıc II, 407 H = Mihr 10,
385 Yazdgerd = Aylul 17, 1327 Alexander. I found 47o44′.

He concludes that the autumnal equinox (noon altitude 47o43′)
was 1 hour after noon.
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Why one hour after noon?

Reason: At noon, the altitude was 47o44′. One day later, the noon
altitude would therefore be 47o20′. The beginning of autumnal
equinox (corresponding to noon altitude 47o43′) was found by
interpolation.

solar orbit

23 35’

sin(23 35’)=0.4001

change in altitude: 24’ per day.

change in longitude: 60’ per day.

(ca. 1 degree per day)

o o

o

equator (noon alt. 47 43’)
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Observations (ctd).

Similarly al-B̄ırūn̄ı observed the vernal equinox (beginning of
spring). Solar solstice (beginning of summer) requires interpolation
between noon altitude observations made during many successive
days.

Al-B̄ırūn̄ı found the length of spring as 93 + 28
60 days and the length

of summer as 93 + 8
60 days

My notation: 93;8 and 93;28
Al-B̄ırūn̄ı used s. ād-j̄ım h. ā and s. ād-j̄ım kāf-h. ā
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Solar orbit

Circle, around a center E , which does not coincide with the earth.

Α
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solstice

summer

spring

equinox

 equinox

equator
winter

fall

BT perpendicular to ATG

Τ E

Question:
Where is E and what is its distance to the earth?
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Al-B̄ırūn̄ı’s computation 1

.

B

AG T

E

AB = 93; 28 days (summer), BG = 93; 8 days (spring).
Mean solar motion is 0; 59, 8, 8? per day. Last sexagesimal

uncertain.

So AB = 2; 7, 11, 2? degrees and BG = 91; 47, 31, 30? degrees.
Take radius = 60. Then |AB | = 86;24,27,39?,
|BG | = 86; 10, 9, 4?, |AG |=119;55,47,44? Sine table is necessary!
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Rest of computation

B

AG T

E

We have |AB | = 86;24,27,39?, |BG | = 86; 10, 9, 4?,
|AG |=119;55,47,44?
BT is altitude in triangle ABG . Therefore
. . . |TG | = 59; 47, 36, 16?, |AT | = 60; 8, 11, 28?.
(Hence question mark in |AG | can be removed).
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Al-B̄ırūn̄ı’s computation 2
.

B

AG

E

T

E is center of circumscribed circle of triangle ABG .
|ET |2 = |AE |2 − |AT | · |TG |, and |AE | = 60.
Al-B̄ırūn̄ı finds |ET | = 2; 3, 26, 24.

More mathematics:
∠ETB = 4; 56, 54? Point B is end of Gemini/beginning of Cancer.
So E in direction of 25; 3, 5, 24? Gemini.
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Computation of the position of the sun at any moment

B

AG

E

ω
q

X = sun

T= earth

25;3,5,24 GeminiM

ω increases linearly by 0; 59, 8, 8 per day.

Then compute angle q (“equation”) from ω, EX = 60,
ET = 2; 3, 26, 24.

Position of the sun as seen from the earth: ∠MTX = ω − q.
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Some applications of solar theory

◮ Determination of the length of day,

◮ Determination of the time of day from the solar altitude at a
certain instant (spherical trigonometry needed)

◮ Prediction of solar eclipses

Conclusion: Medieval Islamic astronomers required lots of
arithmetic, geometry, and trigonometry.
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Exam problem

Describe on what sort of observations the theory of the sun of
al-Biruni is based and describe generally how this theory can be
deduced from the observations (of course, you don’t have to do
any of the computations in detail!).


